Generating classification rules or decision trees from examples has been a subject of intense study in the pattern recognition community, the statistics community and the machine learning community of the artificial intelligence area. We pursue a point of view that minimality of rules is important, perhaps above all other considerations (biases) that come into play in generating rules. We present a new minimal rule generation algorithm called R-MINI (Rule-MINI) that is an adaptation of a well-established heuristic switching function minimization technique, MINI. The main mechanism that reduces the number of rules is repeated application of generalization and specialization operations to the rule set while maintaining completeness and consistency. R-MINI results on some benchmark cases are also presented.
I. Introduction
There are many approaches to generating Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) rules from examples. The Aq family of rule generation and other approaches [1] [2] [3] [4] incrementally cover the class examples by forming one rule at a time. Most of the other approaches [5, 6] construct a decision tree and derive the rules from it by modifying and pruning the path conditions according to some bias criteria. In all these approaches, the minimality of the rule set has not been a seriously enforced bias. While generating a true minimum rule set is well known to be NP hard, we show that the objective of near minimality can be achieved without a computational explosion.
It is not the purpose of this paper to argue the merits of minimality in detail. The Occam's razor argument [7] [8] [9] strongly favors minimality of the representation for accuracy. Fayyad and Irani [10] provide an analysis for why the minimal number of leaves in a tree (equivalent to the number of rules) is perhaps the most important bias. Simpler rules are more understandable and more efficient to apply. The minimum description length principle has been used by some [11, 25] to prune the trees for reducing error rates. We concentrate only on the generation of complete and consistent rule sets that are near minimum in size. Completeness means the rules cover all of the positive examples in the given class and consistency means the rules cover none of the negative examples. Others also argue for generating a complete and consistent rule set first and then applying a pruning process for error consideration to both rules and decision trees [12, 13] . We advocate that the minimal complete and consistent rule set be generated first; pruning to avoid overfitting noisy data can be a separate process.
The technique presented here is confined to generating rules for examples expressed in categorical features. This is not as restrictive as it may seem, because we can assume that all numeric features have been discretized by some preprocess many of which are described by Dougherty et al. in [14] . They establish experimentally that pre-discretization is competitive with the dynamic discretization which occurs during the traditional tree induction process. In a separate paper [15] we describe a new context based feature analysis technique which is used for both feature ranking and discretization.
We borrow the core heuristics for driving minimality from a successful heuristic minimization technique for large switching functions, MINI [16] . Similar core heuristics were also adopted by ESPRESSO [17] , a publicly available package for switching function minimization. They consist of iterating over three key sub processes: (1) a generalization step, EXPAND, which takes each rule in turn (initially each example is considered a rule) and generalizes it to remove other rules that become covered, (2) a specialization step, REDUCE, which takes each rule in turn and specializes it to the most specific rule still general enough to cover the unique positive examples the rule must cover. If a rule covers no unique positive examples, the rule is deleted, and (3) a reformulation step, RESHAPE, which transforms a pair of rules into another pair with the same coverage, for all pairs that can be so transformed.
MINI and ESPRESSO have been the main methods used for VLSI 2-level logic minimization for the past 20 years. The iteration approach has been proven more effective than other heuristic approaches for this difficult problem. The importance of using both generalization and specialization for the induction process was also noted in [18] . Smyth and Goodman's paper [19] describe another rule induction technique using only categorical features, which also uses the generalization and specialization paradigm to derive the n-"best" rules according to their J-measure. The objective there is to induce statistically significant rules about any of the features in terms of other features, as opposed to generating a rule set to model a given class feature, per se.
In our approach, the primary determiner of whether a rule is general or specific is the number of examples in the universe a rule may cover, in contrast to the popular practice where the degree of generality depends only on the number of constraining feature conditions involved in a rule.
The R-MINI technique is programmed in APL and C++. It is now incorporated into our data abstraction system, RAMP (Rule abstraction for Modeling and Prediction) [20] . It has been applied to many large real data as well as some benchmark data from the UCI repository, summarized in a later section. Since R-MINI rule generation relies on iterative improvement, one can in principle use as much computing time as affordable. The results reported here were obtained by setting some reasonable limits on the number of iteration rounds. We remark that the R-MINI algorithm described here is better adapted for rules than an earlier attempt [21] to use MINI in a straightforward manner for generating classification rules.
II. Positional cube notation and the minimality objective
We consider the examples as vertices in an n-dimensional universe. The axis corresponding to the feature contains discrete value points representing the distinct values of the feature's X i m i domain. A rule corresponds to an n-dimensional set of vertices specified by the subsets of values in each feature axis, and is commonly called a "cube" in the switching theory community. Any vertex (example) that is a member of the Cartesian product of the specified subsets is said to be covered by the cube (rule). Conversely the rule is satisfied by any of the vertices in the cube.
We make use of the positional cube notation as an efficient data structure to denote the vertices and the cubes in the universe. An m-bit vector of 0s and 1s represents the subset of values for an m-valued feature, 1 signifying the presence of the value in the subset. We call such vector a part in a cube. A cube is represented by simply concatenating parts in the order of the features.
Consider An example for a class of "OK-for-baby-furniture" might be pink, square, long, and wood, which is represented as: 1000 010 10 1000 (spaces are for readability only) An example (a vertex) obviously contains exactly one feature value (one "1 bit") per part. A rule for this class might be "If the color is not black, length is long, and the material is either wood or plastic, then OK", which is represented as the cube: 1110 111 10 1001
The entire universe is just a single cube with all 1s in each of its parts. If a part contains all 1s, that feature is not involved in the rule, because any value may satisfy it. If any part contains all 0s, it denotes a vacuous set of vertices, i.e. a null cube. We say a cube covers another cube or a vertex (an example) when all of the vertices contained in the latter are also contained in the former, i.e. the covering cube has 1s everywhere the covered cube has 1s in their positional cube notation. Logical operations using the positional cube notation are straightforward. (See [16] for more details.)
When there is more than one cube for a given function (for a class), all the conditions of cubes are ORed. The list of cubes for the rule set of a given single class is represented as a matrix whose rows are the cubes. We will call the number of cubes (or rows) in a solution the solution size. Within a cube the conditions of each part are ANDed, therefore representing a DNF expression for the function. Cube size is defined as the total number of vertices contained in the cube, i.e. the product of the number of 1s in each of its constituent parts. The larger the cube, the more general, in that it contains more vertices in the universe. Larger cubes (rules) tend to be expressed in simpler English. In terms of rules, a more general rule covers more possible examples. The most general cubes (called here "prime cubes") are cubes where no more 1s can be added to any part of a cube without violating consistency. Our minimality objective is first driven by the minimal number of cubes, and then driven by the most general (or prime) cubes. To summarize, once we see examples and rules as vertices and cubes (a vertex is a cube of size 1), the minimality objective translates to finding a minimal number of prime cubes that cover all of the positive example vertices without covering any of the negative example vertices, which is the same objective of many switching function minimization algorithms including MINI.
The R-MINI approach is described here in terms of generating rules for one given class at a time.
The positive examples are those examples in the training data that are associated with the given class; the negative examples are those which are associated with all other classes. In practice, the R-MINI algorithm is repeatedly run, once for each class value being modeled.
III. Differences between switching function and classifier rules
Logically, generating a minimal DNF switching function is identical to generating a minimal set of rules for a single class as long as no erroneous examples are assumed to be present. As mentioned earlier, we assume this for now and concentrate on obtaining a minimal set of complete and consistent rules. However, important differences between these two problem environments necessitate new algorithms for generalizing, specializing and reformulating the cubes for the rules. We now examine some of the salient differences before describing the R-MINI processes.
For switching functions, most of the vertices in the universe are specified as either belonging to the function F or its complement . Since the vertices are too numerous, the specification is F usually given in the form of implicants (cubes) of the function F, and a small portion of the universe characterized as the "don't care (DC)" space. The complement is then computed as F the negation of (F DC). The situation for switching functions is that the number of specified 4 vertices are generally too large to enumerate while the initial non-minimal DNF specification for F, DC (and ) can be of manageable size, for instance in the thousands. MINI iteratively reduces F the number of cubes of F, using the and DC explicitly. positive examples (initial F) and negative examples ( ) , i.e. the specified vertices, can range in F the thousands to, say, millions, which may still be a very small ( even negligible) fraction of the universe. For an explicit representation of unspecified space (DC), if one were to derive it, one must compute the negation of which would take too much time and produce too many
resultant cubes, owing to the vastness of the DC space. (exponential in terms of the number of features in the worst case). In the absence of domain knowledge about these unspecified vertices, they are opportunistically covered by the rules according to the particular bias of the rule generation method. In the case of R-MINI, as in MINI, the unspecified vertices are covered by the class rule if doing so minimizes the number of rules.
The specialization process, REDUCE, in MINI takes the cubes in the current solution F and reduces each cube to the smallest subcube that will still cover all the F vertices uniquely covered by the original cube. The REDUCE process takes a cube f of F, in turn, and returns the smallest subcube covering . The negation operation inherent in this process f 3 DC 4 rest of the cubes in F may require a large interim memory space and run time [16] . We accomplish the same goal in R-MINI by just finding a smallest cube that covers the original positive vertices not covered by the rest of the cubes, without using explicit DC. Computation required for this is modest as we shall show later.
An important consequence of having positive and negative examples that are a small fraction of all possible vertices of F and is that generated cubes may not abut each other, contrary to what F often happens in switching functions. MINI uses an effective cube reformulation process, RESHAPE, which reshapes pairs of adjacent cubes into a different pair covering the same space. In R-MINI's situation, such opportunities are rare. So the reformulation is also performed by a generalization and specialization sequence, tailored to effectively change the cube shapes.
All three key sub processes in MINI make use of heuristics designed to help reduce the solution size. The order the cubes are generalized, the order each part is generalized for a cube, and the order the cubes are reduced and reshaped all follow particular heuristics that have been empirically developed (and then rationalized) and proven to be highly effective. Once an EXPAND, REDUCE, and RESHAPE cycle fails to improve the solution size, it is rarely improved by the subsequent cycles. Thus MINI terminates (default mode) when the solution does not improve after the current cycle. For classification problems, due to the low density of specified vertices, we found that the solution often improves again after some unsuccessful cycles. Multiple non-improving cycles in essence serve as multiple reformulation attempts. When a deterministic heuristic ordering fails to improve the solution, we found it effective to try again with randomized cube and part ordering (instead of directive heuristics) in all subprocesses, another departure from MINI.
The new algorithms that we describe here are distinguished from those of MINI by naming them using a prefix "R-" (RULE-).
IV. R-MINI overview
We now present an overview of the R-MINI process which will be elaborated in the subsequent sections. We assume that conflicting examples (same example in both positive and negative example sets) are removed. Initially, the positive examples are encoded in the positional cube notation as a list of cubes F, and likewise the negative examples as . For later processes, we F keep a copy of the positive examples, the initial F, as FF. The process iterates a generalization, specialization and reformulation cycle (called a TRY) until there is no reduction in the size of F after a set number (MAXTRY) of consecutive TRYs. (Even for large problems, we have seen little improvement beyond a MAXTRY value of 5-7, although a lower MAXTRY value is adequate for many problems).
Often it is computationally advantageous to quickly reduce the sizes of F and by a F single-distance-merge before the iteration begins. Two cubes can be single distance merged into one that covers exactly the same vertices as before. The bits of a given part of the two cubes are ORed whenever all the other parts of the two cubes are identical. Single distance merging a given part takes linear time in the number of cubes. First, cubes are multi-key sorted (repeated binary bin sorting) by all the bit positions of the other n-1 parts. Cubes that are identical in these n-1 parts must appear adjacent in the sorted cubes. It is only necessary to inspect the adjacent cubes down the list to check if the pair are identical in these n-1 parts. If so, the given part is ORed, and the new cube replaces the two merged ones in place.
The merging does not change the order of the cubes. Sorting the cubes again by the bits of the part just merged allows the next part merging by adjacent pair inspection. The resultant number of cubes after all the parts are single distance merged can be much smaller than the original. Although the merged cubes are more general than the examples, the merged solution does not cover any of the unspecified vertices. The merged solution is therefore complete and consistent but does not represent any more generality than the original positive examples taken as a whole. For the UCI mushroom case, this process alone reduces 4208 edible mushroom examples to 13 cubes and 3916 poisonous examples to 10 cubes. These 23 cubes cover exactly the given 8124 example vertices and no more. The README file for this case states that these examples were generated from 23 types of mushrooms. R-MINI further reduces the solution to 2 edible rules and 3 poisonous rules (see appendix).
The minimizing iteration starts after creating an initial solution by applying one generalization step (R-EXPAND on F). The number of cubes of this initial solution is comparable to the number of complete and consistent rules or tree leaves generated by other methods before pruning. We iterate on this initial solution to minimize the size of the complete and consistent set of rules. One iteration is called a TRY which consists of specialization, reformulation and generalization sequences, performed by R-EXPAND and R-REDUCE algorithms and their variations. A TRY is deemed successful if it reduces the number of cubes in F. The iteration terminates after MAXTRY consecutive unsuccessful TRY -TRY/R sequences. For each unsuccessful TRY, a run of a randomized version of TRY, TRY/R, is inserted force the solution out of a local minima. Since the reformulation is again composed of a variation of generalization and specialization sequence, the entire R-MINI process is essentially iterating the generalization and specialization. At the end, the cubes are postprocessed for prime rules, presentation and error evaluation on test examples, etc. In summary, the R-MINI process consists of encoding F and , running When rules for multiple classes are to be generated, this process is repeated for each class before postprocessing.
Since R-MINI uses randomization, repeated invocations of R-MINI for the same problem can be used to produce different sets of near minimal solutions. Each such rule set covers the feature space by a differently shaped minimal set of cubes for the given class. (For small noise free problems where the number of given examples is a substantial portion of the feature space, the multiples solutions turn out to be identical). Combining multiple rule sets for classification decision generally improves the accuracy of predictions. **** FIGURE 2 GOES HERE *****
We shall now describe the subprocesses.
V. Generalization: R-EXPAND
The main goal of R-EXPAND is to generalize the cubes so that the expanded cube would cover other cubes, which are then removed during the process.
The order in which the cubes are generalized affects the result . We adopt a greedy ordering that selects the current cube to be expanded to be the one that shares the most feature values with other cubes. The rationale is that if there are many cubes that share many coordinate values with the current cube, their covered vertices are more likely to be covered by the expanded cube. When a cube shares a small number of like values with other cubes, it is difficult to generalize it to cover others. In the MINI situation, where practically all the vertices are specified, we take the opposite cube ordering, expanding the difficult cubes first. This has the effect of "chewing away from the edges", so that there may be nothing left to cover in the "center". This idea does not apply in the sparsely specified situation common in classification applications. The greedy ordering reduces the solution size more quickly and therefore is computationally advantageous. The shortcoming associated with the "big chunk first" approach is compensated by the reformulation step which is more effective in the R-MINI situation.
The total number of feature values an unexpanded cube shares with other unexpanded cubes is computed as follows: Develop column sums of the number of 1s among the unexpanded cubes (dynamically maintained as cubes are processed). For each unexpanded cube, total the column sums of the columns where the cube has 1. This is then the total number of times the values of the cube are shared with all the unexpanded cubes.
Once a cube is selected, the cube generalization is done by generalizing each part of the cube recursively, by single-part-expansion (SPE), until all parts are maximally general (i.e. prime). To perform SPE on part p of a cube f in F, we make use of the cubes. First we find the subset of F cubes that has a non-null intersection with f in every part but p. All the values for part p not F used by any cube in this subset (i.e., no cube in this subset has bit=1 in the part p) can be used by f. So the part p of all the subset cubes are ORed (along each bit position) and complemented; this result must cover part p of f, and therefore replaces it. When SPE is performed recursively on all parts of f in some part ordering, the resultant cube is prime. The order in which parts are expanded affects the size and shape of the resultant cube. We use a part ordering heuristic (same as in MINI) to grow the cube toward a shape that is more likely to cover other cubes of F.
To determine the part ordering for expanding f, first obtain an over expanded cube of f, C(f), by replacing each part of f with its single-part-expanded part from the original f. In general, the over expanded cube is not consistent because the parts are expanded maximally from the original f disregarding other expanded parts. However, any cube in F that may be covered by a correctly expanded f, must also be covered by C(f). Let the subset of cubes in F that are covered by C(f) be SF(f). For each part p, count the number of cubes in SF(f) whose part p is not covered by the part p of f. The more this count for the part, there are more cubes that can potentially be covered by expanding f in that part fully. So the part is ordered by this count in descending order. We remark here that the over generalized C(f) is also the smallest cube that covers all possible consistent generalizations of f.
Once the current cube is selected and its part ordering is determined, SPE is performed in the given part order recursively to obtain a consistent prime cube E(f) that covers the current cube f.
Before the current cube is replaced with E(f), we perform two local cube reduction steps to reduce the other cubes of F and to reduce E(f) itself, for two reasons: (1) the smaller the cube, the better the chance it may get covered by other cubes being expanded, and (2) since single-part-expansion is greedy (i.e. maximal generalization of the part), it restricts the shape of the prime cube E(f). Had a part (of f) been expanded only partially, it may have enabled a later expanding part to become more general. This local reduction allows a wider variety of cube shapes to be considered for the next round.
The local cube reduction is depicted in figure 3 for a two feature case. The hatched cube is the just expanded E(f), assuming that positive vertices densely pack these cubes of F. vertices. When g covers h, h is removed. This reduction is attempted for all remaining cubes of F with the just expanded E(f). This step removes all cubes from the current F that are fully covered by E(f), including f itself. At this point the current F (which does not yet include E(f)) is temporarily not complete.
Now, E(f) itself is made as small as possible while still covering the unique positive vertices it must cover to remain complete. This is done by first finding the subset SFF of positive vertices FF that are covered by E(f). We remove from SFF all vertices that are covered by all the cubes of the current F. The resultant SFF is column wise ORed to obtain the desired reduced cube of E(f). This cube is marked processed and appended to F, making it complete again.
While the cubes of F are being expanded and locally reduced, the F remains complete and consistent, for SPE ensures consistency and the local cube reductions ensure completeness at each step. Here is a summary of the R-EXPAND process:
Append reduced E(f) to F and mark it processed E7
Locally reduce E(f) against all cubes of F E6

Locally reduce all cubes in F E5
Obtain the prime cube E(f) by applying SPE recursively in the given part order E4
Determine part ordering for f E3
Determine the current cube f by finding the most value sharing unprocessed cube E2
Do until all cubes of F are processed E1
The R-EXPAND process is linear in the number of features (parts) and quadratic in the number of cubes in F. The very first application of R-EXPAND to obtain the initial solution is therefore quadratic in the number of examples in the worst case. After the first few iterations, the bulk of the size improvements are achieved; thereafter, the R-EXPAND process becomes roughly quadratic in the final solution size.
A variation where E2 and E3 are replaced with a random selection and a random ordering is called R-EXPAND/R. This version is used for the randomized TRY/R which augments an unsuccessful deterministic TRY. Another variation, R-EXPAND/M, omits the local reduction steps E5 and E6, and directly replaces f with E(f) for the step E7, leaving the resultant cubes of F all prime. This also has a randomized variation for E2 and E3, called R-EXPAND/MR. The use of these variations will be presented later.
VI. Specialization: R-REDUCE
The objective of specializing the cubes is to make them as small as possible while maintaining completeness. The reason this is desired is that a smaller cube has higher chance of being partially or totally covered by other cubes when they are expanded. Also a smaller cube can be generalized later in R-EXPAND with more flexibility. Although cubes are reduced locally during the R-EXPAND process, we seek here a more thorough process. The cubes of F are reduced to the necessary subcubes of the originals, one cube at a time, such that the reduced subcube covers all the positive vertices covered by the original one but not by any other cubes in F. The rules in such a reduced set are therefore necessarily general. (This step is logically equivalent to the REFUNION process of the Aq algorithm [23] . The resultant F is called an irredundant DNF in switching function minimization, where no cube may be made smaller without violating the completeness). Since the number of positive vertices are computationally reasonable in the classification applications, the R-REDUCE process makes direct use of the positive examples FF, avoiding a potentially exponential computation inherent in the REDUCE process used in MINI.
It is readily seen that the order in which cubes are reduced against the other cubes affects the resultant F. Here we use the same heuristic ordering as in the R-EXPAND, for the cube that shares the most like values with other cubes is also the one most likely to be (partially) covered by them.
Once the cubes of F are ordered top-to-bottom by descending number of total shared values (computed in the same manner as in R-EXPAND), we define two subsets, FF1 and FF2, of the positive examples FF. FF1 is the set of positive examples not covered by any cube above the current cube. (Initially, FF1 is set to FF) . FF2 is to be the subset of FF1 that is not covered by any cube below the current cube. The minimal subcube of the current cube that is necessary is then the column-wise OR of FF2 which is denoted by R(f), the reduced f. If FF2 becomes an empty set, the current cube is removed. The R-REDUCE process is: Due to R7, the number of cubes in F often decreases. The algorithm is efficient because the positive vertices once claimed by a cube are not considered again. The computation is quadratic in the number of cubes in F (due to R5-R6). The R-REDUCE process preserves the completeness of F because it maintains the coverage of all positive vertices in FF. Since the process starts with a consistent F and reduces the cubes, the resultant F remains consistent.
For steps R6 and R10, and also for the local reduction step E6 of R-EXPAND, we must find which of the vertices in G (each vertex being a row of the G array) is covered by a given cube g. This is accomplished by first selecting the columns of G where g has 0s. Perform row-wise OR of these columns. A vertex is covered if and only if the corresponding row-wise ORed result is 0. This also applies when the rows of G are cubes as well. In a reverse situation when there is one vertex h, to find which cubes in H covers it, select the columns of H where h has 1s, and row-wise AND these columns. A cube covers h if and only if the corresponding row result is 1.
For the randomized variation, R-REDUCE/R, the cube ordering step R2 is replaced with a random cube ordering.
VII.Reformulation
Whenever cubes are generalized or specialized the representation of the positive example space is being reformulated. The main objective of the two procedures, R-EXPAND and R-REDUCE, however, is to reduce the size of F, i.e., reduce the number of cubes in F. To change the cube shapes most effectively, we first make all the cubes of F maximally general by R-EXPAND/M and use a random reduction, R-REDUCE/R. The cubes that are as large as they can be enables more flexibility of shapes when they are randomly reduced. The size of F can sometimes decrease during this sequence as well. Practically all cubes change shape here due to the sparsity of specified vertices; in contrast, only a small portion of the cubes change shape during RESHAPE in the MINI situation.
Thus the main cycle of the iteration on the initial solution, TRY (TRY/R) consists of:
R-EXPAND/M (R-EXPAND/MR) and R-REDUCE/R Reformulation:
Since all the subprocesses maintain completeness and consistency, TRY and TRY/R also do and therefore R-MINI produces a complete and consistent rule set.
VIII.Postprocessing
When the TRY-TRY/R cycle stops, the cubes in F, in general, are neither prime nor reduced (necessarily general). We produce two versions of rules; one reduced and one prime. The prime rules tend to overlap coverages of examples more and also cover more of the unspecified vertices. Depending on the application one may opt for one version or another, or even mix the rules from the two versions for different classes. (The results reported in the next section were obtained using the prime rules only).
Each part of a cube specifies the subset of feature values. A part in a reduced cube defines the necessary subset (to maintain completeness), while the same part in the cube's prime counterpart defines the upper limit of that subset (to maintain consistency). Examining such subset pairs from all the rules, it is sometimes possible to group the values in the feature's domain such that the groups (a higher level concept in the feature's domain) may be used as values in the rules. This application of the two versions of the rule sets will be a subject of further research.
The postprocessing includes R-EXPAND/M on F for the prime rule set PF followed by R-REDUCE on PF for the reduced rule set RF. It is possible that the size of RF may decrease from that of PF when MAXTRY is set too low for the case. This is checked in R-MINI and when it happens we go back to the R-EXPAND phase of the TRY iteration with RF as if the previous TRY were a success. The remainder of the postprocessing operations implemented in the RAMP system [20] to date include processing the rule sets for various statistics on them and for presentation, and doing interactive evaluation.
IX. Results and discussions
There are several reasons why it is difficult to compare the R-MINI results to those of others. There are very few public data that consist of only categorical features. When the data contain numeric features we must combine the result of a an external discretization step with that of R-MINI in order to make a comparison. Another problem is that most of the available rule/tree induction tools generate pruned results, not the complete and consistent rule sets. Since we have not seriously explored rule pruning yet, a fair comparison of the resulting number of rules as well as their accuracy evaluation is difficult. Furthermore, most of the published results report on the accuracy statistics but not the sizes of their models, especially the complete and consistent versions; the size comparison is difficult. (Some rule set sizes reported in [3] are several times their minimal values.) We hope that the minimality bias will be taken more seriously in the future to improve this situation.
R-MINI has been applied to many real cases with hundreds of features and tens of thousands of examples, resulting in several hundred rules. We ran 8 StatLog [24] cases (all but one are the same used in [25] ) through our RAMP system. All cases except DNA contain numerical features which were discretized by the method in [15] before R-MINI was invoked to generate rules. Thus the DNA case is the only one where the R-MINI result can be compared in isolation. For each sub-case (including n-fold cross validation), R-MINI was invoked 5 times, generating 5 sets of rules for each class, except for the Letter case for which only 2 rule sets were generated. The multiple rule sets were combined and no rules were pruned. Instead, we used a simple voting scheme (a default choice in RAMP) to arrive at a classification decision for each test example.
The default rule application strategy (voting scheme) in RAMP is as follows: Each rule is assigned a weight computed as 1+N1/N2 where N1=number of training examples the rule covers, and N2=number of training examples in the rule's class. For each test example, we first determine the set of rules FM that are "fully matched" and the set AM of rules that are "almost matched", that is, matched in all but one of the constrained features. All the rules in FM contribute their full weight to the rule's class while the rules in AM (by default setting) contribute 0.1 of their weight to the rule's class. The class that accumulates the highest total weight wins. Our evaluation was done exactly the same way (either the n-fold cross validation or separate training and test set) as was done in StatLog.
In the table below, we show the error rates of the best method and those of C4.5 and CART (in the case of Letter, we show the result of IND-CART as indicated by *) and CN2 from [24] for reference. The RAMP error rates, its rank among the methods in StatLog (out of 24 including RAMP now), and the number of minimal complete and consistent rules (best among the multiple rule sets generated), averaged over the n-fold trials, are shown in the next three columns. The last column shows the average number of nodes in MDL-pruned decision trees reported in [25] for reference. Although there is a correlation between the minimal rule set size and the MDL-pruned tree size, one would need the number of leaves in the tree for a direct comparison. 
Ramp Data StatLog Data
The RAMP generated rules (even without pruning and combined with an extra step of discretization, but with a simple voting on multiple rule sets) came in among the top 5 in 5 of the 8 cases tried. Except for the shuttle case, the RAMP error rates are smaller than those of CN2 which also generates DNF rules. We feel that with a proper pruning strategy, the modeling accuracy based on minimal rule sets can be made even more robust for a wide variety of data, as long as an adequate set of features are available. The two cases, Diabetes and Vehicle, may contain much noise (therefore pruning must be done), or the decision surfaces in the given feature spaces may not be adequate for modeling by DNF rules. We are investigating effective techniques for both removal of outliers (pruning the examples) and pruning the minimal complete and consistent set of rules. We also hope to run the rest of the cases in StatLog through the RAMP system and report on them in the future. R-MINI run time is dependent on many factors including the speed of convergence. The total number of all distinct symbolic values, i.e. the number of bits of the positional cube notation, contributes linearly to the run time. The number of cubes at each TRY (initially the number of examples) contributes to the run time no more than quadratically. As the solution size decreases, each TRY time also decreases. On a 63MHz RS/6000 workstation, the UCI mushroom case takes about 2 seconds to generate one set of complete and consistent rules for both classes (MAXTRY=5). The best rule set we obtained is shown in the appendix.
Any complete and consistent rule set can serve as the initial solution F to be further improved by R-MINI's TRYs. MINI has been shown to produce near minimal solutions, and since R-MINI follows the same approach (except in the handling of the unspecified (don't care) space), we claim that R-MINI results are also near minimal. Furthermore, the computation to achieve the near minimality is only quadratic in the number of rules and linear in the number of features. The total memory space needed is also linear in the space needed to hold the initial data.
Finally, we offer an intuitive explanation for why minimal rule sets may produce a more accurate model when there are some redundant features. Driving for minimality indirectly seeks rules that cover more positive examples. In the presence of redundant features, the minimality approach favors those feature constraints for a rule having more coverage; a combination of features constraints that is more sensitive to noise would tend to cover a smaller number of examples, and would not be preferred. Redundant variables render more flexibility in finding such a context in which the constrained features in their conjunctive context are less sensitive to noise.
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